
Among the Jewish performers at
this year’s Mission Folk Music
Festival, July 26-28 at Fraser
River Heritage Park, are Van-

couver’s Jesse Waldman and Montreal’s
Gabriel Paquin-Buki. For both musicians,
family has been a key inspiration.

Waldman is a guitarist, singer-song-
writer, studio producer, sound designer,
and film and TV composer. Originally
from Thornhill, Ont., just north of
Toronto, his bio describes a cassette of his
grandmother singing the Yiddish folk song
Papirosen to his mother as one of his “most
cherished possessions.”

“That recording was from the late ’50s,
most likely 1957,” Waldman told the 
Independent. “My family had one of the
first consumer-level tape recorders, they
also had one of the first eight-millimetre
film cameras, too. They always loved doc-
umenting the family, taking time capsule-
like snapshots to cherish and enjoy later
on in life.

“The recording of that particular song
– which is about a young girl selling cig-
arettes on a street corner – has a beautifully
haunting melody. I believe my grand-
mother learned it from her mother, my
great-grandmother. At some point, it was
transferred onto a stereo cassette recorder
and a few copies were made. The same
tape also contains interviews with my
mother, a toddler at the time, and other
family members, since passed away.”

A guitar he found in his parents’ base-
ment also played a part in the start of his
musical career.

“The guitar was an old beat-up nylon-
string classical guitar that belonged to my
Aunt Sherri,” said Waldman. “Actually,
I suspect it belonged to one of her 
ex-boyfriends. I figured out how to play
‘Smoke on the Water’ on one string 
and was hooked for life! That was back 
in 1989.”

Waldman made his way to Vancouver
in 1995 “on a whim,” he said. “I wanted
to go somewhere where no one knew me
and reinvent myself. From the moment I
saw the mountains and smelled the ocean,
I instantly felt at home. Then, after meet-
ing the people and getting a feel for the
laidback vibe of the West Coast, I was sold
on Vancouver.”

For Paquin-Buki, whose group Okto-
pus began performing in 2010, it was his

father who introduced him to klezmer.
“My father was born into a Polish Jew-

ish family and has carried klezmer music
with him all his life. His transmission to
me of this cultural legacy occurred quite
naturally. The cassettes he would play in
the family car, the klezmer recordings dur-
ing parties at our home, the live bands at
family weddings and those rare times he
would play songs on the piano were
enough for me to access the roots of this
musical tradition,” said Paquin-Buki.

“As it is for many children, I believe it
was the rhythm of this music that excited
me. The recordings we listened to were
mostly of fast songs and, for me, were syn-
onymous with joy. My love for this music
today has so many facets! When we listen
to klezmer, we can somehow feel the rich-
ness of the Jewish people’s millennial history
and hear their encounters with musicians
from all over the planet and across centuries.
Also, major-minor ambivalence in the main
klezmer scale (the freygish) embodies the 
dichotomy between laughter and tears so
characteristic of Jewish culture. And it’s
always fun music to play.”

Waldman has similar views. “I’ve 
always enjoyed klezmer music,” he said.
“The mile-a-minute dance numbers, the
sorrowful ballads and the cheeky vocals.
Many klezmer compositions use melodies
based on the harmonic minor scale, which
includes a minor third and a major seven,
which makes it sound particularly haunt-

It’s been 50 years since Neil Armstrong became
the first human to walk on the moon, on July
20, 1969. But there was another “first” six months
earlier – in January 1969, the first Jew journeyed

into space, Soviet cosmonaut Boris Volynov.
Since then, there have been 14 Jewish space-bound

astronauts, including arguably the most famous, 
Israeli Ilan Ramon, who died in the explosion of the
Columbia Space Shuttle, with six colleagues, in Feb-
ruary 2003.

Like many before him, and many since, Ramon’s
mission was infused with his Jewish heritage. For the
voyage, he packed a pocket-sized Torah smuggled in
(and out) of Bergen-Belsen, the Nazi death camp, and
brought “Moon Landscape,” drawn by Petr Ginz, a
14-year-old inmate of Auschwitz. He also requested
kosher food on the shuttle and NASA contacted Illi-
nois-based My Own Meals, which makes kosher “ther-
mo-stabilized” sealed pouches for campers. Reports
say that Ramon also asked Rabbi Zvi Konikov of 
Satellite Beach, Fla., about keeping Shabbat in space
– depending on the shuttle’s position, sunrise can hap-
pen 16 times a day.

To mark the 50-year milestone of the moon landing,
the Jewish Independent interviewed three Jewish astro-
nauts: Jeffrey Hoffman (the first Jewish male astronaut
in space), David Wolf and Mark Polansky.

! ! ! 

Hoffman was sent on five missions, the first in 1985;
the last in 1996. In 1993, he repaired the Hubble Space
Telescope. He logged more than 1,000 hours (the first
to do so) and 21.5 million miles in space.
JI: Did you always want to be an astronaut?
JH: Well, if you asked in 1962 … any red-blood-

ed young American boy, or probably Russian boys,
for that matter, what they wanted to be when they
grew up, 90% would say astronauts. I recognized

that all of the early astronauts were military test pilots,
and it was not a career I was interested in. I never con-
sidered it a realistic career prospect, but it was something
I was always fascinated by.

In the late ’70s, NASA was developing what was
then the brand new Space Shuttle, which had a crew
of up to seven and they only needed two pilots. So,
when they put out the first call for shuttle astronauts,
all of sudden there were two types of astronauts now
they were looking for. They were looking for the pilots,
who were the traditional test pilot astronauts just like
it had always been in the program, but they were also
looking for scientists, engineers, medical doctors…. I
all put in an application, and I was lucky enough to
get selected.
JI: What was a highlight in space?
JH: The first highlight was riding a rocket into space,

which fulfilled a childhood dream. But, the most mem-
orable was, for every shuttle flight, two crew members
were trained to use the space suits, just in case some-
thing happened. We weren’t planning on doing one
on our flight, but one of our satellites malfunctioned
and they sent me and my partner out to do what was,
for NASA, the very first ever unplanned spacewalk.
That was just an extraordinary experience.
JI: How did you get the idea to spin a dreidel in

space?
JH: Before my first flight, my rabbi (Shaul 

Osadchey) asked me if I was interested in taking Jew-
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To mark the 50-year milestone of the moon landing, the Jewish Independent interviewed three
Jewish astronauts. Left to right: Jeffrey Hoffman, David Wolf and Mark Polansky.

50 years of Jews in space
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ing and mournful to me. In terms of culture, all of my
band mates in my early days were Jewish. I definitely cut
my teeth with fellow Jews who know the delights of Shab-
bos dinner and a good bagel with lox and cream cheese!”

While he enjoys klezmer, Waldman’s music is predom-
inantly folk and blues. “I love the sound, the rawness and
heavy emotional weight of those styles,” he explained. “I
also love the storytelling aspect of it, specific life experiences,
places and relationships. Real folk and blues is unique to
each artist but also has a tradition of carrying classic songs
through the generations. I also love how blues has a way
of transforming deep pain into something beautiful.”

Waldman’s debut album, Mansion Full of Ghosts, which
was released in 2017, is described as “an exploration of the
city’s vast duality, a backdrop of beauty mirrored by a fierce
underbelly and a need to keep a light on in the dark.” It in-
cludes songs about his neighbourhood, the Downtown East-
side, and, in talking about what drives him to make socially
conscious music, he said, “I think mostly my compassion
for other people, particularly those less fortunate than myself.
I also yearn to connect with people on a deeper level and
music and honest lyrics are a good way to achieve that.”

Among the talent featured on that album is his partner,
Megan Alford. Currently, the two are working on a record-
ing of her music, Field Guide to Wildflowers, scheduled for
an early 2020 release. “My role is producer and guitar play-
er,” said Waldman. “She is an outstanding songwriter with
a great voice and poignant and deeply personal lyrics. We’ve
been working together for a couple years now and the songs
have really come to life.”

As can blues music, klezmer holds space for both hap-
piness and sadness. In addition to being a musician, Paquin-
Buki holds a master’s degree in comparative literature. In
his first semester, he took two courses that focused on lit-
erature from the concentration camps. Le Verfügbar aux
enfers (The Lowest-Class Worker Goes to Hell), written by
Germaine Tillion, a prisoner at Ravensbrück, particularly
caught his attention. “This work has a substantial musical
dimension and contains a lot of humour…. I was very
keen on exploring this taboo subject of laughter and the
Holocaust and especially on trying to understand what its
benefits were and what shapes it could subsequently take....
For the time being, there is no direct connection between
this topic and Oktopus’s music but, in performance, it 
allows me to flesh out historical intros between pieces. It
also adds a new dimension to these tears that are halfway
between laughter and sorrow, since klezmer music – and
particularly the clarinet – reproduces vocal inflections that
convey laughter and sorrow.

“I would very much like to compose a piece based on
one of the works I used in my thesis, ‘La danse de Gengis
Cohn.’ I also have a mind to add a work from KZ Muzik,
a vast box set recording that traces and publishes many
works composed in concentration camps. But, overall, the
fact remains that my own academic project on such a pro-
found and terrifying topic has changed my general view

of the world and impacts everything I do.”
Paquin-Buki is the driving force behind Oktopus’s

mission to perpetuate klezmer. “By striving to perpetuate
this musical tradition, I am keeping the culture of my
ancestors alive and this is of special significance to me,”
he said. “Nevertheless, since klezmer carries universal
values, our approach also makes substantial room for the
musical traditions of Quebec.”

Indeed, Oktopus combines elements of different 
cultures.

“The klezmer repertoire is so vast that we cannot possibly
cover it all in our lifetimes,” said Paquin-Buki. “But we
have also chosen to incorporate classical melodies – we are
all classically trained and so we necessarily view klezmer
through the lens of classical music, in the way our ears have
been trained to hear it – as well as Quebec chansons [folk
songs] and, sometimes, songs from other cultures around
the world.

“Trying to somehow recreate these songs as they were
played decades or even centuries ago is not really in line
with our view of tradition, which is not a static concept
for us. Tradition is something that evolves and so, in certain
respects, we try to imagine what the klezmorim repertoire
might have been like if they had settled in Montreal. They
would have necessarily incorporated Québécois and Cana-
dian songs and styles. Historically, klezmer absorbs the dif-
ferent cultures it encounters along its way, while staying
true to its deep roots, which colour everything it touches.
The important thing is to remain connected to those roots.”

One challenge in maintaining that connection for
Paquin-Buki has been that his “classical training got in the
way in some respects because klezmer is largely an oral tra-
dition.” He couldn’t find any scores for a klezmer ensemble
and, he said, “In the environment in which I functioned
as a musician, nothing was possible without written-down
notes. But, to make a long story short, I finally decided to
write out the arrangements myself. They turned out very
badly at the beginning, but with help and a lot of work,
they evolved into something presentable.

“The group’s configuration,” he said of Oktopus, “is
loosely based on what I heard on recordings of the Klezmer
Conservatory Band: clarinet, violin, flute, trombone, tuba
(now bass trombone), piano and drums. Back in 2009, I
was not acquainted with that many musicians, so I recruited
a few friends and other promising students from the faculty
of music. The group began playing in 2010 – three pieces
performed in a chamber music concert at the Université
de Montréal. The following year, we were offered our first
professional engagements.” Oktopus has two albums –
Lever l’encre (2014) and Hapax (2017) – both of which
were nominated for Juno and Canadian Folk Music awards.

Local Jewish community member Geoff Berner (jew-
ishindependent.ca/songs-of-justice-and-of-hope and jew-
ishindependent.ca/songs-with-meaning) is also on the
Mission Folk Music Festival lineup this year. For more on
the festival, visit missionfolkmusicfestival.ca. ‹10
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Summertime and the living is
easy! Of all the seasons, prob-
ably summer is most closely
associated with happiness.

Vacation, camping, family time, cel-
ebrations, picnics: these are activities
that we associate with happiness.

In Western culture, individual
happiness is often considered the pri-
mary goal of life. What parent hasn’t
begun a sentence with, “As long as
you’re happy…”? In many other so-
cieties, happiness is subordinated to
family needs, communal obligations
or other less individualistic pursuits.
But the pursuit of happiness has a
long history in Western culture, cod-
ified most notably in the United
States Declaration of Independence
as an “unalienable right.”

Most of us probably enjoy our
happiness without overthinking it.
But an Israeli guru of happiness will
be in Vancouver later this month
and he has thought a great deal
about the subject.

Prof. Yoram Yovell is a brain
researcher, psychiatrist and psycho-
analyst with a PhD in neurobiology.
He is the author of bestselling books
and is a regular face on Israeli TV.

The United Nations ranks coun-
tries on a scale of happiness, topped
by the Scandinavian countries,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, Cana-
da, New Zealand, Australia – and
then Israel.

For people who have not been to
Israel or who lack an understanding
of its culture, it may be a surprise to
find that a country whose history has
been so wrapped up in violence and
conflict would produce a population
that is collectively as happy as almost
any society in the developed world.
There is, however, an explanation.

Stability, basic freedoms and an
economy that allows for individual
financial comfort or success are
among the baseline requirements for
societal happiness, notes Yovell.
Things like clean water, a social safe-
ty net and an effective, accessible
healthcare system are also on the list.
In many cases, it is also critical to
have a sense of cohesion and shared
purpose. 

While Israelis may no longer be
as united as they were in the days of
the early chalutzim, the requirement
of military or national service plays
a factor in building social cohesion
and making individuals feel part of
a larger whole. For many, the ability
to live in the world’s only Jewish
state is another factor that leads to
shared purpose and, indirectly, to
happiness. (It is worth noting that,
although Israeli Arabs report being
less happy than Jewish Israelis, their
happiness levels are higher than
Arabs in neighbouring countries.)

Economic challenges in Israel – 
inflation, high cost of living and such
– do not ultimately have a huge 
influence on happiness levels, Yovell
maintains. Once the most basic needs 
are met, incremental differences in 
income or GDP have little impact.

We could all take some time this
summer to reflect on the things that
make us happy. In so many cases, the
things that make us happy are precise-
ly the things that make our society
better – volunteerism, engagement
and participation in our community,
getting outside (especially if it’s sun-
ny!), spending time with family and
friends. These are things we could all
do well to be more conscious of, be
grateful for and try to consciously 
encourage in our lives. ‹
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Gabriel Paquin-Buki, far
right, founded the band
Oktopus, which started

performing in 2010.
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